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LOW BTU PRODUCER GAS —

A FUEL OF THE PAST

AND A FUEL OF THE FUTURE
Lee Carter
Lee Carter, Registered Professional Engineer
Kirkwood, Missouri 63122

Abstract.
A prime purpose of this paper is to give conscious emphasis to an important
type of coal gasification, one that does not demand hundreds of millions of
dollars to launch an experimental program but instead is essentially ready
to use after a reasonable and straightforward engineering check-out of the
local coal sources and the prospective gas demand.
That type of coal gasification results in low Btu producer gas. This paper
deals with its history, its technology and its economics.
In the light of
that information, the future of low Btu producer gas in America then is
assessed.

1.
1.1

INTRODUCTION, BACKGROUND AND
HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS

One of the current opportunities which offers
promise in the solution of energy problems is
In par

ticular, the simplest and least expensive
form of coal gas deserves attention.

electricity was aggressively displacing that
use.

THE DEFINITION OF PRODUCER GAS

the resumption of coal gasification.

was used for lighting, but by the 1880's

Produc

er gas is made from coal by burning a portion
of the coal to achieve a suitably high operat
ing temperature and concurrently (usually on

Other uses persisted and the gas public

utilities continued to prosper.

Up until

about 1940, the gas supplied to residences
was, for the most part, manufactured from
coal.

Its chief uses were cooking and water

heating.

Its price was too high to be con

sidered for firing a furnace to keep warm in
winter.
However, starting in the 1920's and moving at

a continuous basis) reacting the same red hot

an accelerating rate, the automobile was be

coal with steam to produce carbon monoxide

coming a toy if not a tool in every house

and hydrogen.

hold.

The present paper deals with

This required very rapid expansion of

the history, technology and economics of pro

the petroleum industry to provide motor fuel.

ducer gas.

Many crude oil wells produce a mixture of oil

It then suggests logical next

moves in deciding where and how it should be
re-introduced.

and natural gas.

1.2

gas.

PRE-1940 PUBLIC UTILITY GAS SUPPLIES

Other wells, drilled in

search of oil, produce nothing but natural
For a time, such gas was burned by

flares in the field as a safety precaution
People have had gaseous fuels piped to their
homes for over a century.

Initially, the gas

incidental to oil production.

1.3

NATURAL GAS AS A GIVE-AWAY FUEL

1.5

THE ARAB OIL CRISIS

Flaring of natural gas was readily identified

The Organization of Petroleum Exporting

as a dangerous and wasteful practice.

Countries (OPEC) was formed in the 1950's

The

owners of natural gas began offering that by

with Venezuela as an enthusiastic leader of

product of petroleum production to industry

the movement.

and especially to city gas companies.

November of 1973 when it raised oil prices

These

OPEC took a political turn in

first sales certainly occurred in the atmos

and embargoed shipment to the United States

phere of a buyer's market.

and the Netherlands, both of which were ac

It clearly didn't

take a very high price to get a better return

cused of improperly supporting Israel against

than that of flaring.

the Arab states.

Soon after gas public

After the dust settled, the

utilities had become substantial buyers of

world price of petroleum had nearly quad

natural gas from the petroleum industry, they

rupled.

People began to talk about an energy

were able to offer natural gas for house

crisis.

Except when inhibited by environ

heating.

mental restraints, other fuel prices gener

The price was right, even to beat

coal in coal-producing states.

Natural gas

pipelines and city gas utilities were experi
encing a phenomenal expansion and phenomenal
financial success.

ally tended to advance in step with the world
petroleum price.
However, these advances were neither automa

Fortunately for continuity in coal gasifica

tic nor unrestrained by the non-environmental
arms of government.
As already indicated,

tion technology, natural gas was either rare

the United States since 1954 had been con

or absent in many foreign countries.

trolling natural gas prices.

While

It began in

Americans were enjoying cheap natural gas,

1973 to control petroleum prices, too.

overseas coal conversion plants continued to

sumer interests, welfare recipient interests,

be built and to be improved u p o n .

enemies of the oil companies, friends of the

1.4

oil companies, all had something to say.

THE PHILLIPS DECISION AND TIGHT PRICE
REGULATION

Con

These diverse interests made it certain that

In 1954, a dispute between natural gas pro

there was nothing simple about either the

ducers and an interstate natural gas pipeline

problems involved or the solutions suggested.

resulted in a landmark decision of the U.S.

1.6

Supreme Court.

This decision is known as the

Phillips decision.

It awarded to the Federal

TODAY'S PRICING SITUATION AND NATURAL
GAS COMPETITION

Natural gas in October 1978 in the United

Power Commission (now the Federal Energy

States is still subject to price regulation

Regulatory Commission) the right to set the

by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

wellhead price of natural gas moving in inter

As the deadline approaches for finalizing

state commerce.

this present paper, the Congress is still de

Over the years since 1954,

the manner in which the Federal Power Commis

bating changes suggested by the Carter admin

sion administered such prices was colored

istration.

greatly by the idea that natural gas was a

distinction between inter- and intrastate gas

give-away fuel.

and subject to Federal price control even the

Neither the interstate pipe

One proposal is to discard the

lines nor the gas public utilities found low

natural gas consumed in the state of its pro

prices unattractive, and for nearly two dec

duction.

Other features of the pending leg

ades natural gas remained the cheapest fuel

islation define a whole series of different

in the marketplace.

natural gas categories,

By the time of the 1973

Arab oil crisis, partly by being priced out

old, new, on-shore,

off-shore in easy geological formations, in

of the market and partly for environmental

difficult geological formations, and several

reasons, coal had lost essentially all of its

other ways of distinguishing and setting

customers except those making metallurgical

separate prices for natural gas.

coke and those operating certain strategically

the new legislation will help public utili

located major electric power stations.

ties offer rational prices to consumers and
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Presumably,

will encourage the hunters for new natural
gas to be diligent.

Using more elaborate techniques applicable
on an even larger scale and at much higher
costs, it is possible for coal to be con

Practically speaking, the failure of natural
gas price regulation to serve the public in
terest is notorious.

verted into pipeline grade 1,000 Btu per
cubic foot gas, fully equivalent to natural

Artificially low prices

of natural gas disrupted the orderly market

gas.

ing of other fuels and even caused natural

Choosing between low, medium and high Btu

gas to be burned under boilers in major elec
tric power stations while shortages developed
for house-heating gas. The proposed reward-

coal-based gases is largely a matter of
economical transmission distances.

Low Btu

gas is the least expensive to make but must
be used close to where it is produced. Me

for-failure is extension of price regulation
into the former unregulated intrastate market
and creation of a complex of categories for
bureaucracy to administer.

dium Btu gas might be transmitted 50 miles
between producer and consumer. High Btu gas

How does natural gas pricing affect the econ

rescue the transcontinental pipeline business,

omics of low Btu producer gas?

if natural gas supplies approach exhaustion.
Whether the economics of that rescue will by

is much more expensive to make.

In the minds

of most users, the price of natural gas, how

It might

ever artificial and however transient it might

that time be justifiable is an open ques

be, is the primary target that a substitute

tion.

plant (such as a low Btu producer gas plant)

will have outlived their usefulness.

will have to meet. An industrialist tends to
ask, "Can you beat the present price of natu
ral gas?"

If not, transcontinental gas pipelines

2.
2.1

If the answer is "No, but I can

THE TECHNOLOGY OF LOW BTU PRODUCER GAS
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

insure you from curtailment by government de
cree, and I can match the price of distillate

To manufacture producer gas from coal typi

fuel oil," there is a tendency for the indus

jacketed vessel. Coal, entering at the top,
moves downward while it is partially burned

cally requires a large, cylindrical, water-

trialist to reply, "Well, I think I will wait
and see whether natural gas prices rise and

(enough air is supplied to maintain the oper
ating temperature) and at the same time is

how badly curtailed I am in the next year or
two."
1.7

involved in the water-gas reaction.
That is
the reaction between red-hot coal and steam,

OTHER COMPETITION TO BE FACED BY LOW BTU
PRODUCER GAS

the latter being made in the water-jacket.
The chief reaction products are carbon mono

In view of recent energy developments it is

xide and hydrogen, both of which are gaseous

not surprising that, in addition to natural

fuels.

gas7 a whole field of potential new fuels is

Except for the small amounts of

volatile hydrocarbons present in the entering

being readied to compete for shares of the

coal, carbon monoxide and hydrogen are the

market. Mention should be made of the nature
of the medium and high Btu fuel gases which

only burnable products leaving the gas pro
ducer. Unburnable components in the leaving
gas stream give rise to the description of
low Btu. Producer gas is necessarily diluted
with carbon dioxide and with the nitrogen in
troduced as part of the air required to main
tain an operating temperature.

either are available or are under active de
velopment .
Using much of the same chemistry described in
this paper for low Btu processing, larger re
actors are available. They often employ flu
idized bed techniques. When they are operated

The usual gas producer operates continuously
with coal entering through a gas lock at the

with oxygen (from an air-separation plant that
becomes part of the capital investment), it is
possible to make 500 Btu per cubic foot, medi
um Btu fuel gas.

top, product gas leaving the top, air and
steam entering at the bottom and ash leaving
the bottom through a seal.
172

Each reactor

generates enough steam in its water-jacket to

plants tend to be among the simplest because

sustain the water-gas reaction.

they often avoid sulfur removal problems and

If the coal employed is a heat-agglomerating

never produce much tar or liquid by-product.

type which (by its own swelling) could ob

2.3

struct the described flow of combustion air

THE CHEMICAL REACTIONS INVOLVED

In defining producer gas, it was mentioned

and reaction steam, the producer can be pro

that some part of the coal which is fed to a

vided with mechanical agitation to break up

gas producer is consumed by burning to main

its contents and thereby permit more uniform
air and steam flow.

tain the proper temperature for the other
reactions to occur.

The chief of these other

These are the essentials of a gas producer.

reactions is the water-gas reaction between

Later, under a separate heading, related ap

red-hot coal and steam:

C + Ho0 = CO + H _ .

paratus used in gas clean-up, compression and

Another is the reaction between some of the

distribution will also be described.

COg formed in burning the coal (to keep it

2.2

red-hot) and additional carbon:

REQUIRED COAL CHARACTERISTICS

2C0.
As has already been noted, reactor agitation

two stated reactions are the essential reac

is required for coals that are heatagglomerating.

tions in making burnable components in pro

The analytic measurement in

ducer gas.

volved to determine this characteristic is
called the coal's free-swelling index.

If its

nents diluting the effluent from an air-blown
reactor.

another consideration in design and operation.

The subject of this paper is low Btu producer

The pounds of coal converted per hour tends

gas, a product that can be made on a small

In un

scale and in a minimum cost plant.

agitated, non-heat-agglomerating situations,

On a

larger scale, an oxygen separation plant can

coal size range is stipulated at 1/2 to 3
inches.

They keep the heating value of pro

ducer gas in the range of under 200 Btu per
cubic foot.

The size of coal fed to a gas producer is

be provided so that the nitrogen diluent can

Agitated producers are capable of

taking fines down to 3/16-inch size.

As already mentioned, C02 and

nitrogen are unavoidable, unburnable compo

value is greater than 2.5, an agitated produc
er is required.

to be greater with larger size feeds.

C + C02 =

Because CO and H 2 are both fuels, the

be kept out of the product gas.

This

This is the

route to medium Btu gas which was discussed

capability probably involves both the

under the heading of OTHER COMPETITION.

stirring-up of pockets of fines that might
block air-steam flow and the regrouping of

2.4

CLEAN-UP, COMPRESSION AND DISTRIBUTION

fines into new agglomerates as the coal is
heated.

If a gas producer serves a single consuming
unit, as for example a brick kiln, it is pos

The ash content of a coal for use in a gas

sible to burn the gas in a "hot and dirty"

producer is a matter of concern in only two

condition.

ways.

short run of piping between the gas producer

First, the buying, hauling to the site

This means that there is a very

and hauling away of inerts is non-productive.

and furnace in which the gas is burnt.

Second, and probably more important, some

ing efficiency is enhanced by the fact that

ashes are themselves agglomerating and form

the fuel gas itself is hot.

clinker.

condensible liquids are entrained right into

Depending upon its chemical make-up,

Fir

Tars and other

the latter can be very durable and difficult

the burning zone of the consuming furnace

to eject from the reactor.

where they also act as fuels.

Clinker also can

The "hot and

dirty" mode of operation cannot be used where

act as an obstruction to air and steam flow.

the gas mains are several blocks long as
All ranks of coal, including anthracite, bitu

would usually be the case if there are mul

minous, sub-bituminous, and lignite, are
amenable to use in gas producers.
charcoal can also be used.

tiple users.

Coke and

Anthracite-fed
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For the latter situation, there are varying
clean-up requirements depending upon the feed

essentially those for coal gas distribution
in the 1940's with only minor points of

coal.

modernization.

With all coals, a small amount of fly

ash may be entrained in the product gas.

An

3.

THE ECONOMICS OF LOW BTU PRODUCER GAS

anthracite, a coke or a charcoal fed gas pro
ducer will not produce significant quantities

3.1

of tar, sulfides or distillate liquids.

The capital cost of new industrial plants of

Bitu

CAPITAL COSTS

minous coals, sub-bituminous coals and lig

all types is logically measured in dollars.

nites often produce sufficient tar, sulfides

In times like the present when the value of

or distillates to require that those products

the dollar is changing, all cost estimates

be separated from the gas.

are fraught with difficulty.

For this purpose,

the effluent gas can be passed through one or
more of the following:

In 1977, the author of this paper conducted

(1) a cyclone separa

a study for an economic development group in

tor for fly ash, (2) a water-wash followed by
oil separation,
sulfur removal.

Pine Bluff, Arkansas,

(3) a chemical absorption for

taken as the guide case for this discussion
without explicitly factoring in subsequent
inflation and escalation.

Environmental problems are closely associated
with gas clean-up. Fly ash is of ten, sent to
a landfill. The tars and distillates are

The capital cost of a new producer gas plant
will depend to some degree on the type of

marketable as chemical raw materials or as
liquid fuels.

coal available.

The sulfides in a fuel gas may

or may not have to be removed.

product.

The present reference case is for

a capacity of 1,000,000 million Btu per year.

was predicted to produce (on burning) 1.85

In heating value, this corresponds to

The largest

1,000,000 thousand cubic feet of natural gas

consumer at the Arkansas site would require
45 million Btu per hour.

However, the most important

variable is the maximum rate of output of

In a recent

Arkansas producer gas study, the fuel gas made
pounds of SOg per million Btu.

That study will be

per year.

Applying the

Bosanquet and Pearson formula (discussed by

The 1977 estimated capital cost for an Arkan

F. T. Boudurtha, Jr. in Chemical Engineering,

sas plant with that capability would be:

Dec. 15, 1958, p. 177), the Arkansas state

Millions
of dollars

air quality goal of an average 0.20 parts per
Gas producers with coal
handling
Cooling tower
Yard gas lines with
compressor

million of SO^ at any point off the premises
of the burner could be attained using a stack
height of about 100 feet.
The need for a gas compressor to transfer gas

.50

3.75
If product gas desulfurization were neces

to the users will depend on the distances in
volved and possibly on the need to re-use
existing natural gas piping.

3.20
.05

sary, the price would increase by one million
do liars.

In the Arkansas

example already cited, the compressor cost
3.2

less than 2 percent of the total investment.

Although there are no direct price controls

The distribution network of producer gas pip

on coal, and buyers and sellers can there

ing will be a low pressure system unless the

fore bargain freely, one of the ways that

distance between gas generator and gas con
sumer is great.

price of coal is influenced is indirectly by

With an inherent volume of 5

the regulated prices prescribed for oil and

times that of natural gas having the same Btu

gas. This influence is partial rather than
total because there are practical reasons why

content, producer gas mains will tend to be
rather large.

They will most often be run

the three fuels cannot easily be interchanged.

underground using the long-standing custom
for gas mains.

COAL COSTS

The design standards will be
174

For general orientation, it is worth noting

used in the pre-1940 era are exemplified by
brick kilns, steel mills and glass fabrica

what the interrelation would be on a theoret
ical basis:
Price that
corresponds
Conventional
to $1 per
Name of fuel unit of measure million Btu
Natural gas
Crude oil
Gasoline
Coal

tors.

The incentives are much less to make low Btu
gas for industrial space-heating analogous to

1.000

1,000 SCF
Barrel
Gallon
Ton

These are the most likely areas for

single plant revival of producer gas today.

keeping a residence warm in winter.

5.670
.115

The

standard industrial space-heating medium is

22.000

likely to remain steam, possibly exhaust

For the reference case in Pine Bluff, Arkan

steam from an electric generator.

sas, an exploration of the 1977 coal market

practice would increase overall plant thermal
efficiency.

indicated that a fair price to use in the pro
ject analysis would be $27.25 per ton of coal

4.2

The latter

INDUSTRIAL PARK APPLICATIONS

delivered to the plant site and meeting a
Grantsmanship is one of the motives for

size specification.
3.3

locating a producer gas plant in an industrial

OTHER OPERATING COSTS

park.

The other operating costs for a producer gas
plant include:

If the owner of the producer gas plant

qualifies as a public body (unit of local
government or a development foundation notfor-profit),

(1) Maintenance materials and labor

grants.

(2) Operating labor and overhead

it might qualify for federal

Such grants would have one of two

primary motivations.

They might create ac

(3) Electricity

tivity in a depressed area where industrial

(4) Cooling water

expansion could trigger an economic turn
around.

(5) Boiler feed water

They might serve as a demonstration

(6) Sewer

to others of how the producer gas process can
be helpful.

(7) Ash disposal

Independent of grantsmanship, the tenants in

(8) Taxes and insurance

an industrial park may be of such a size that
their fuel gas needs are too small for indi

These were developed in detail for the Pine
Bluff, Arkansas, reference case.

vidual gas producers but large enough for a

The whole

shared gas producer plant.

calculation will not be detailed here, but

ing rather than space-heating is important to

when operating at full capacity, non-coal

the group as a whole,

operating costs plus debt retirement were

then an industrial park

producer gas plant might have a lot of merit.

about 78 percent of the coal cost.

4.3
3.4

If process heat

THE NEED FOR GRANTS

DELIVERED PRICE TO CONSUMER
There is a general logic in the argument that

In general, a plant operating at full capacity

if producer gas plants can't be made to pay

will have a lower unit cost per million Btu

their own way, they really don't deserve to

than a plant operating at some lower output.

be subsidized.

The Pine Bluff, Arkansas, reference case sug

Nevertheless, there is one

particularly legitimate motive for subsidi

gested that a delivered price of $2.25 per
zation.

million Btu is practical without any grants
or subsidies.

This was not competitive with

for natural gas which have been enforced ever

and is competitive with No. 2 fuel oil.

4.1

Specifically,

this is the effect of artificially low prices

1977 regulated natural gas prices, but it was

4.

That motive is to offset the tran

sient effect of price controls.

since the Phillips decision of 1954.

THE NEXT MOVES

Today,

on a million Btu basis, the official price
of natural gas is less than the cost of mak

SINGLE PLANT APPLICATIONS

ing producer gas.
The types of plant in which producer gas was
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However, future allocation

of gas between house-heating and industry may

In addition to oil, gas and petrochemicals,

still leave industry with no gas.

recent work involves coal gasification pro

A low offi

cial price and no gas are clearly an unhappy
combination.

jects in Pennsylvania, Arkansas and Kansas

Earlier reference was made to a

as well as the economic analysis of an export

tendency to wait until it is too late to build
a producer gas plant that would fill in.
If

program that would sell American coal abroad.

grants speed up the process and make industry
ready for future gas shortages, that readiness
is the needed justification.
4.4

FUTURE RATIONALIZATION OF PRICES

The artificialities that have been described
in the price of natural gas are not expected
to go on forever. The question is, "Will
they go on long enough and in sufficiently
perverse forms to obstruct the correct and
timely introduction of attractive technology?"
Actually, the Congress at the moment of this
writing has not decided.
4.5

FUTURE MARKET SHARES

Industrial users are more likely to be in
volved in producer gas ventures than are the
public utilities serving residential customers.
The industrial users' activity will be
governed by:
(1) The need for independence from outside
sources that may be cut off
(2) A comparatively small scale of operation
There is no claim that low Btu producer gas
will generally excel all other sources.

The

claim is that, for some consumers, low Btu
producer gas is likely to be the preferable
fuel for many years or even decades into the
future.

Even if it captures only 10 to 25

percent of the fuel gas market, the conse
quences could be salutary to the economy of
the nation.
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